BRING YOUR FAME BACK

Have you ever wondered what happened to
your favorite singer who was so famous and
then just disappeared? Where are they now?
And what would happen if we gave them
another chance to Bring Their Fame Back?

Genre:
Singing Talent Show
Duration:
Weekly, Prime Time

BRING YOUR FAME BACK
In each episode, eight former, forgotten pop-stars get a second The points given are added to each contestant’s position to reach the
chance at fame. They will each perform one song on the stage and full ranking of points. The voting of each contestant by their fellow
they will vote each other.
contestants is an original and unique element of Bring Your Fame
Back.
The jury of the show consists of two music experts; one performing
the role of the angel/good cop and the other the role of the devil/bad The kind jury has the right to give 5 additional points to good
cop. After each performance, the “kind” jury member comments on performances that she likes while the tough jury may deduct 5 points
contestant’s performance in a good way and the tough jury member from the performances that he doesn’t like.
will critise the contestant sharply. They play the mentor roles in the
show. After the jury comments, the other contestants vote.

BRING YOUR FAME BACK
At the end of each episode, four contestants who got the lowest
number of votes are presented to the studio audience who will save
one of them. Then the kind jury member will save another one.
Finally, the tough jury member eliminates one of the remaining two
contestants at the end of the show. The seven contestants continue
the following week and a new contestant joins them.

The contestant who gains the highest points becomes the winner of
the big finale.
TV viewers do the voting of the live grand finale. The winner gets the
chance to regain his or her lost fame and wins big cash prize.

The set design is built like a colosseum and behind each contestant
Each episode, one contestant with the highest number of votes wins the fan club of the artist is seated with cheering boards in their hands.
a weekly cash prize.
Eight powerful voices who manage to stay in the fierce competition
participate to the big finale.
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